
 
 

 

 
 
1) Title of the best practice :    SVD Radio  
 
2) Objective of the practice :   

The bottom line of this practice is to tap the latent talents among the students, Giving 
information on the spot as per the urgency of the situation, conveying the best wishes to students 
on the events like their birthdays , to arrange a platform for interested students to exhibit their 
talents like singing, entertaining etc.  
 
3) The context :  

The real purpose of graduation we strongly believe, is that developing the students by all 
means i.e. curricular, extra curricular etc. In this context SVD radio was started ..  
 
4) The practice :  

India is a treasure house of several fine arts, having excellent cultural heritage and always 
stood first regarding ethics and human values. In this scenario starting a platform like SVD radio 
serves the purpose in multi folded way.  

 students by exhibiting their inner talents used to forget about their routine and 
attains meditative happiness.  

 helps to develop their talent which may help them to earn a living  
  gives the student community an opportunity to enjoy the sweetness of their 

mother tongue and also facilitate them to learn other languages like Hindi, 
English. .  

 
5) Evidence of Success : following if evidence of success  
 
1. students developed fearlessness not only in the college but also in the outer public.  
2. students felt happy as they spent a productive stay in the college.  
3. They learned to speak at least one language in a fluent way  
 
6) Problems encountered :  
1. as it is quite evident that allocating certain money to public address system and SVD Radio in 
a government college like this became a hurdle.  
2. Encouraging students to participate and to run SVD Radio is another issue in the very 
beginning. 
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